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It wasn't fortune that propelled the first Color Me Beautiful guidebook to become major bestseller,
creating a feeling that continues to change lives today. It released a complete new way of considering
clothes and makeup. Perform you color your locks? THE COLOUR Me Beautiful ideas have been refined and
developed to give you more flexibility than ever before. Do you need to update your makeup? This handy
guide provides a springboard to the principles, colors, and regimens that may make you appear your very
best. Inside, you'll discover great new details and perspectives. Well, then we have you covered..and some all-
new colours too. The concepts you will discover here will give you the right equipment to make the right
options in the home and in the store. The author offers blended two all-new color principles, warm and
awesome, with this tried-and-true Four Periods color palettes: Winter, Summer, Autumn, and Spring, to
assist you better understand and choose the shades for you personally. Like the first book greater than a
decade back, this updated guide will change your outlook on life.. If you haven't arranged your closet for
some time or find yourself unsure about what to buy, this is the book for you personally. This is the spot
to discover ways to do it. Perform you need some direction when shopping through all the amazing new
colours?and determine whether they are really "new"? We offer you ideas on how to wear colors with

techniques you do not have before. Learn what generations of females have known about this revolutionary
method of make a switch of a lifetime. You will find our color anlysis life-changing.
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The Kindle edition has very poor scans and is nearly impossible to use for shopping As the information in this
book are a good idea (for determining overall season and for style suggestions), the scans are so very bad
that the pictures of the example ladies are pixelated to the idea of looking like photo mosaics. Four Stars
Colo suggestions complement my skin tones..To make matters worse, the colour swatches are a whopping
two per page with plenty of white space between them, so it is nearly impossible to use for shopping--I'm
guessing that the print reserve shares the swatch issue because you would pretty much have to buy the
swatch set to shop. Since then, there has been lots of updating of the 4 original months, with an increase
of information added. Great Beginner's Read After becoming very interested in color theory and reading
just about anything I could find about them online I made a decision to purchase two books - one of these
being Color Me Beautiful. This book has many color photographs full of varying examples to illustrate the
suitability of 1 period over another. The book also contains hints on constitute and design although I
discover the most beneficial information in the seasonal color section. That is something that isn't very
important to a new beginner but is of more importance once you are familiar with the subject. It does
not, nevertheless, discuss depth or clearness of color. This publication differs from some other books due
to the inclusion of purples for autumns. Overall, I am pleased I purchased this reserve. What was the point
of the? Stuck in the 80s I was delighted once the original "Color Me Beautiful" came out back the

1980s.Generally, for me, the Kindle edition is sort of useless. I just assumed this volume would become
more up to date on the subject of skin tones with the latest info on iris patterns of the eyes as a tool of
identifying cool or warm tones. I am just very disappointed with this books limitations and plan to look for
a different one. Color Me Beautiful I have the initial Color Me personally Beautiful but this reserve includes
more information about the colours each season may wear.. Practical This book is very practical for getting
most out of clothing and makeup color choices which are flattering to your skin and hair color. I didn't
purchase into this "color me gorgeous" stuff at first, but after reading the book and attempting it, I'm a
believer. what a short sited view of colors This book is just not right, to lump everyone into 4 catagories
and say they cant wear any other colors and appearance good is basically what it says. I disagree. EASILY
were to go with this book I'd contact myself an fall color scheme.. The colours are produced in even more
vividly and I came across the information more interesting.but I only look good in some of those shades.
The text explaining photos was so light and tiny that it was unreadable.. I needed a magnifying glass for
this. Don't waste your money on this book Not helpful I didn’t get this book very useful. Nice before &
after pictures that didn’t actually help me find out where I easily fit into. good reference book this book
goes along with the other book, Color Me personally confidences. Telling you what colors to put on for your
body type and what shades of fabric for what period. Good information I liked the entire information.
However more info on color clarity could have been useful. The explanations were apparent and give you an
excellent start on making fashion choices. I am also a mature women with mature eyes..I also look great in
many of the winter shades, but for sure not all of them. It is an easy to learn and enjoyable learning
device. It's pretty much impossible to inform what the ladies really look like. the others is good, wish there
have been more pics of people in .. Not only that, however the descriptions and the photos tend to be on
different pages. the rest is good, wish there have been more pics of individuals in their colors Not worth
your cash. the writing under the pictures is indeed light against light backgrowun= so difficult to read. Not
worth it. Save your money it looks like it was created years ago and has hardly any information I did
nothing like this reserve at all. Five Stars Great information!
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